Pulling the chocks out…your editor Brian M. Carlson
I don’t know about you folks, but it’s certainly been a busy fall that went by in a flash (maybe
that has something to do with having a new Ford Mustang GT – I go by a lot of things in a flash with
that - and Ron Martin can vouch for that). The reason that Ron can speak to that is that I gave him a
lift when we met up with President Rory (I won’t self-incriminate, but the trip took less than an hour).
From Rory’s, we rode with him to Jay Cudworth’s newly located house (newly located, compared to
when it was originally built in 1896 that is). Thanks for Jay and Dianne for being excellent hosts for
our fall membership meeting on Oct. 20th. Even if we did use Jay’s best GI-issue Mel-Mac coffee
cups, soon to be enshrined in the china hutch (“Noooooooooo!”).
Also take note that we have a new member advertiser, Nolan Stromberg’s Finish First
Coatings, LLC. Ken Yuly singed him up, as he had them powder coat several sets of early M151
magnesium wheels - in addition to Dennis Sundby having a couple of his G503 tubs prepped by
them. I’ve had various parts powder coated over the years for several of my car and truck projects,
and I’m glad that there’s now a shop in North Dakota that is owned by one of our fellow members
near Minot (sounds to me like a good idea for a future article in these pages).
Since the last issue was all about the Ft. Ransom trail ride, coverage of the Rydell benefit
show in Grand Forks and the Central Wisconsin Military Show in Aniwa was pushed back to this
issue. The usual cast of characters from the chapter, plus a few others from ND, made the trek out
Packerland in August, and for the first time one of our members brought with a HMV. Check out page
10 to see who and what it was. And speaking of Ft. Ransom, that trail ride is also featured on the
club’s 2019 calendar, which should be enclosed with this newsletter.
As always, I look forward to your input for YOUR newsletter. Thanks Stuart Lenzke for the
book review and Ron Martin for HMV images from the region. Once again, email me at
bmitchellcarlson@gmail.com, and I look forward to seeing you at Stan’s in March.
Keep the paint up, the rubber down, & share the knowledge; BMC
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Our next chapter meeting:
March 2, 2019, approx. 6 PM, at Stan’s shop, south of Grand Forks, just
outside of palatial suburban Buxton, ND
Support the local museums that support your fellow members with providing display space for their vehicles
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FALL MEETING AT JAY
CUDWORTH’S HOUSE
October 20th was a cool and windy, yet
clear and sunny. Pretty nice for North Dakota.
As such, it wasn’t too surprising that we had a
decent turnout of a dozen members for the fall
membership meeting hosted by Jay Cudworth
and Dianne Goebel at his house near
Sheyenne. If anything, being a good fall day
kept those members involved with the harvest
in the fields rather than attending the meeting.

Charlie, what are you doing with that spatula?
Members started arriving around 11AM.
I was part of the Grand Forks caravan, along
with Treasurer Ron, who rode with President
Rory. By 11:15, the Minot caravan showed up,
with Webmaster Charlie, Safety officer Dennis,
and VP Lyle riding with Ken Yuly. In short
order, Ken got the BBQ going to start cooking
the bull burgers he brought for our postmeeting lunch entre.

The Army trained me to cook, Charlie, so never
you mind about the grille – I’ve got it handled.
Dianne Herr made the trek from Turtle
Lake, with information about her late husband
Ray’s buildings and vehicles that are for sale.

That china cabinet would be great for
displaying those GI Mel-Mac coffee mugs.
The meeting got going right around
noon, with the usual agenda (see the official
meeting minutes after this article).

Ken & Dennis, paying rapt attention

Gee, Ken, is it hot enough to grille yet?
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Greg isn’t selling this, it’s just a plug.
At the end of the meeting, Greg
Blanchfield gave us a demonstration of handy
little (and not so little) trinkets that he’s
discovered that may help us on the road or in
the shop.

While waiting for lunch to be ready,
some of us took the self-guided tour aorund
Jay’s place, checking out some of the neat old
iron that he’s got.

A nice M-37! One of two Jay had around here;
this would be either an easy restoration or a
good trail ride candidate.
Mmmmm...is it soup yet?

If I told you once, I’ve told you a thousand
times Charlie, I’m the cook around here.
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A neat ex-Bell System Dodge Power Wagon,
which would be another easy restoration (even
for an old Bell System telephone tech who’s
also a newsletter editor…just sayin’).

The bull burgers are just about ready, with
folks hanging around the grille and Jay’s “9-day
wonder” M151A2, of this year’s Fort Ransom
Trail Ride fame.

With the bull burgers done to perfection and
the rest of the fixin’s laid out, it was time for
lunch. Note the original leaded glass dining
room windows.

Hostess Dianne, getting ready for the
onslaught of hungry folks.
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A special note should be made about
Jay’s house. It was originally built in downtown
Minnewaukan in 1896 (the year 3 of my
grandparents were born) by a retired Union
Colonel from the Civil war. He became one of
the pillars of the community, being (among
other things) the local pharmacist. No cookiecutter Sears or Montgomery Ward’s catalog
house, the interior was finely finished with firstrate ornate woodwork, which wouldn’t look out
of place in a mansion on St. Paul’s Summit
Avenue down the street from J.J. Hill’s house.
Over the years, it became a home for
“wayward” girls, so it got various updates to
meet building codes, to include fire sprinklers.
When FEMA bought out the local
residents due to potential flooding from Devils
Lake, Jay bought it from the government on a
sealed bid and had it relocated to within a
shelter belt on his family farmstead 36 miles
away about four years ago. Since then, Jay
and Dianne have been tweaking things around
the place (not that it needed a whole lot –
mostly dealing with it having gone on a road
trip and settled down in a new spot). Now the
main façade (pictured above) no longer faces
the road, since that would be north. Now the
right side faces the highway, and they primarily
use the original back entrance (which enters
into the kitchen and servant’s room) on the
west side. So thanks again to Jay and Dianne
for opening up this wonderful old house – with
a historical military connection to boot - to us!

Official ND-MVCA minutes.
Meeting of 20 October 2018.
The regular quarterly meeting of the
North Dakota Military Vehicle Collectors
Association was held at the home of Jay
Cudworth and Dianne Goebel in Sheyenne,
ND on Saturday October 20, 2018. There
were 11 members and 1 guest in
attendance. The meeting was called to
order by President Rory Grenier at 12:15
PM.
Lunch was provided by Jay and
Dianne.
The members expressed their
thanks for Jay and Dianne hosting.
The reading of the minutes was
approved as read.
Under old business, the summer trail
ride at Ft. Ransom was reviewed. It was
declared the ride was a complete success.
Under new business it was
announced that Joes Motor Pool had a
tragic fire at its major factories in the UK.
Rebuilding is in process.
Under recent Club projects, Brian
Carlson reported on his GPW project. He
shared pictures of the progress of this
South Dakota jeep (tub) find.
Ken Yuly reported on his slat grill
work, and progress on a M151 magnesium
wheel project.
Jay Cudworth detailed his fascinating
9-day rebuild of one of his M151’s so he
could make it to the Ft. Ransom trail ride.
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Dennis Sundby reported on his three
Jeep projects.
Rory reported on finding 2 jeeps in
NM; a weasel and weasel sleigh find, and
his current work on 2 GPW prototypes.
Diane Herr reported on her Air Force
Jeep.
Diane also reported on Jack
Newbauer from Bismarck and his stash of
Military parts, accessories, and his M38A1
Jeep. Jack Newbauer is looking to liquidate
his collections as he is moving from the
State.
A discussion was held regarding a
location for the 2019 summer ride. The
club felt that we should move the trail rides
around the state as to give all members a
chance to participate and also to spread
exposure of the club. Beach, ND and the
badlands were discussed. Pembina Gorge
area was mentioned. The club was also
interested in the possibility of seeing if the
South Unit of Camp Grafton near New
Rockford was open.
More information
would be brought forward and a final
decision made at the winter meeting.
Rory had new ND-MVCA stickers
available for purchase.
The club provided a tribute to Brian
Carlson for the high quality newsletters.
Rory announced that there is ongoing attention given to cleaning up the
membership list. The clubs roll stands at 43
members.
For show and tell, Greg Blanchfield
had several unique items including a “tangle
straight” strap winder; Electric Winch

Control switch; Thermostatic cubes; and a
fascinating toner cable tracker which
allowed finding breaks in wiring or locating
wires in walls or under floor decking.
It was announced that the winter
meeting would be on the 2nd of March in
Grand Forks. The meeting location is
tentatively set at Stan’s Garage, but the
final time and location would be forth
coming.
A tour was given of Jay and Frank’s
Quonset which had several jeeps and
military vehicles of various types and
condition.
With no further business, the
meeting was adjourned at 13:45.
Respectfully submitted,
Ron Martin,
Secretary.

After lunch, Jay and his brother Frank
took some of use out to tour some of the other
buildings throughout the family farmstead.
Being a “Cornbinder aficionado”, I had to get
some data shots of Jay’s 1929 Six Speed
Special (among the other ‘Binder’s he has).

Never get caught with your guard down. Or
anything else, for that matter. Rory sent this to
me entitled “two old dinosaurs; flip phone and
an old international truck”. Both from a more
care-free time. He should just be happy I
wasn’t giving him a Moon Shot.
On the subject of digital imaging; thanks
go out to Ken Yuly for letting me borrow his
digital camera at the meeting (since I did the
Bonehead move of the day and left my fancy
Nikon digital camera in my car – which was
parked at Rory’s place in Grand Forks).

…And thanks to Frank Cudworth of doing the
group shots (even your doofy editor was able
to get in a few images for a change).
Ron’s report was most illuminating
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Highlights of the Central
Wisconsin Military show and NDMVCA members attending
By BMC

“Behold the vast array of treasures offered by
the Parade of Vendors”, pontificates Ken.
Among those vendors was once again
our chapter president, representing Joe’s Jeep
parts. With a few hanger’s-on from NoDak.
Now in its second year, the Central
Wisconsin Military Show may still have been
referred to as “that show that takes the place of
Iola”, but it has started to take on an identity all
its own. Located pretty much smack dab in the
middle of Wisconsin, approximately 18 miles
due east of Wausau near Aniwa, the show is
on the grounds of the Motorama auto museum.
Hey, shopping for HMV treasures (and
pontificating) is hard work.

In addition to the original cleared-off
gravel parade ground which held all of last
year’s vendors…

For those more inclined to check out the
ample number of HMV’s on display, this well
restored Ford GTB, brought here for the show
from the St. Louis area, got a lot of attention.
…facility owner Tom Zat cleared the majority of
the trees from an additional 20 acres (leaving a
few scattered for welcomed shade), so there
was plenty of room for all who wanted to sell
their wares.
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13th annual Rydell Car & Bike
Show Charity Benefit in
Grand Forks on Sept 16th

In addition to having a vendor’s spot,
Rory also brought his M29 Weasel, becoming
the first NoDak to actually display a vehicle at
one of the Wisconsin shows.

We had a good representation of 8 HMV’s at
the Show, which raised $93,683.43 for the
Grand Forks Veterans memorial park project.

Once again, re-enactors had encampments
and demonstrations, with the Germans having
some very impressive displays

Staging at Rory’s (who provided the images),
getting ready to head over to the show.

After the ritual Saturday night corn-onthe cob feed as part of the Midwest Military
Vehicle Association’s chapter meeting, there
was an awards ceremony, with Military
Vehicles magazine’s John Adams-Graff
presenting awards in humorous categories.
Rory’s Weasel won “Least Likely to Sink”.
Overall, those of us who made the trek here
felt it continued to improve and look forward to
coming back on August 9th and 10th.
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It looks like Jake may have found a way
to keep Lyle in line.

developmental shots, evolutionary details, minutia
about how the engines were different from standard
CCKWs, lists of each models standard equipment,
what it looked like, and how it was used, the need
for and development of the Central Tire Inflation
System, double DUKW’ing to haul heavier cargo, it
just goes on and on. Pick up the book and find
something new each time. Building a model? Here’s
the only reference you need.
I particularly like the way the glossy photos
go right up to the page edge, this allows for larger
pictures with more viewable info. The
publisher/printer did an outstanding job, the books’
quality is so far beyond what I have for Squadron
books from the seventies as to be unrecognizable.
Not an inexpensive book (at $59.95 from
www.DavidDoyleBooks.com), it would be worth
the full price even if you could not get it directly
from Mr. Doyle at a discount.
Overall, two thumbs up and vigorously
waved.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Book Review: The Complete DUKW
By David Doyle
Review by Stuart Lenzke

Photos submitted from Ron Martin:

Published by Squadron/Signal Publications;
Copyright 2013.
Fifty years ago, I had my first, and so far,
only experience of riding in a DUKW. The summer
of 1968; yours truly and his parents go all touristy
in Wisconsin Dells. Still some very clear memories
fifty(!) years later.
Flash forward about forty-five years and
you’d find Brian and me collaborating on a DUKW
auction report for Sports Car Market with me
scrambling for correct information to document the
historical portion of said report.
This book would’ve remedied that little
problem by blowing it right out of the water.
Anything I could possibly have wanted to know,
short of pulling a Tom Springer and actually
owning one, is in this book.
Proudly published in the US, the book is 304
crisply printed pages absolutely loaded with sharp
pictures. Mostly black and white, with some color,
each page has at least one picture and many have up
to three.
It covers everything, from prewar ideas,
through Ford sharing their GPA amphibious jeep
research (thus saving GM some time) to later SuperDuck and Drake development. Loads of
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Ron’s Willys MB was used in this year’s NDSU
Homecoming parade in Fargo by the campus’s
Army ROTC detachment.

Ron is still capturing images of “gate guard”
HMV’s on static display throughout the region. He
found this M60A3 outside of the American Legion
post in New Lisbon, WI.
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WANT ADS: To place an ad, email the editor at bmitchellcarlson@gmail.com or US Mail: 6938
Upper 5th St N; Oakdale, MN 55128 – NO CALLS OR TEXTS! (for accuracy & the editor’s sanity)
FOR SALE:
1942 Ford GPW rolling chassis, freshly reconditioned with an emphasis on using correct Ford parts, in red
primer, ready to go the next step for your restoration. $2500
Ken Yuly: yuly@srt.com or 701-720-2707 (preferred, as Little Big Boss gets Ken’s emails)

Vintage Korean War era signal corps speakers. Marked 1952- $50. One 12” radio shack speaker. Perfect for
mounting on parade unit. $15. Can deliver to our fall meeting.
Ron Martin. Fargomartin@cableone.net 701-261-1879

1969 M816 5 ton 6x6 truck Wrecker, fresh engine overhaul and new tires, excellent condition. $21,000 OBO
1971 M818 truck tractor 5 ton 6x6 with a 1980 Southwest army machine shop (semi trailer mounted) complete
with shop machines, generator and over 200 small tools. $22,000 OBO
Contact Dianne Herr, 701-441-9000 or 701-448-2252
WANTED:
WWII Willys MB frame or parts jeep with a decent MB frame
Ken Yuly: yuly@srt.com or 701-720-2707 (cell).
Ford GPW oil pan (early riveted style preferred). Brian Carlson: bmitchellcarlson@gmail.com
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This summer, I bought a batch of photos taken by an Estonian immigrant who served
in WWII up in Alaska. In among the images, likely shot from a Kodak Brownie camera, were
of these two trucks. On the left is a rare 6-ton 1941 Corbitt 50SD6 6-ton 6x6 Prime Mover,
with a barely legible hood number of USA 52698 (one of 100 from the third and final contract
in 1941). On the right the wrecked International KR-11 dump truck shows that it was
cannibalized for parts to keeps others running, despite accident or battle damage (since most
folks don’t realize or forgot that the Japanese did occasionally attack our facilities on the
Aleutian Islands). It also reminds us to keep it safe out there on the highways this winter.

Interested in joining the ND-MVCA?
The North Dakota Military Vehicle Collectors Association‘s mission is to provide a statewide
organization for military vehicle enthusiasts, historians, preservationists, and collectors interested in
the acquisition, restoration, preservation, public education, and safe operation of all eras of historic
military transport.
We have approximately 60 members from six states and two Canadian provinces with over
200 MV’s ranging in age from WWI through today’s Global War On Terror. Typically, we have a
meeting at least once a quarter during the year at various locations within North Dakota. Even
though we have club officers and are an affiliated chapter of the MVPA, we like to keep things as
light and informal as possible. We welcome any MV collector, restorer, or enthusiast, and ownership
of a vehicle is not a requirement. We publish this newsletter on a quarterly basis and have a website
(www.NDVMCA.com). Dues are $15 for one year or $25 for two years. If you are interested in
joining, please contact chapter president Rory Grenier (701-739-4909) or Secretary/Treasurer Ron
Martin (2301 Willow Rd. N., Fargo, ND 58102). We also have a presence on social media:
https://www.facebook.com/ndmvca
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